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attached hereto is an effort at translation from 
Spanish of an anonymous letter received at the tmbassy fron 
individual who used the return address cf Calle Ebro No. 32. 
The letter is hardly coherent and utilizes Slang which several 
experts who were consulted could not decipher, 
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7 Feb 64 

Mr. Angassador don't let Mrs. Jackeline Kennedy come Danger! 
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CONFIDENTIAL: 

o 

(1) The automobile with license 13 41 65 driven by a lawyer | 
ingiividual collided on July 22, 1963 at Cuba Street 99 at 
ahgut 12 p.m going on to the sidewalk he tried to run over -f 
the owner of a bar at the corner of Brazil and Cuba (one day 
previously they found this individual with $175000 one hundred 
seventy five thousand pesos in his billfold and he was at the 
3% Precinct under arrest and was able to recover that sum (7??7..) 
The "Poquianchis" (possibly pimps or madams) of Cuba 42 who 
possess real "ton toms macutes huehuenches" (ancient indian 
tom toms or drums?) use the automobile bearing licenses 
123 41 65 for their abuses there at Cuba 42 they meet with 
Michoacan types such as Eli de Gortari (who lives at Tepoztecos 
36 Col Narvarte) Yucatecans such as Guillermo Ponce and some 
Russians and Yugoslavs bgt Syd 
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(2) Thus in Sept. of 1963 there was a meeting of Oswald and other 
Brother "3 puntos - points™ with such as a short, aquiline 
nosed attorney w ho is an attorney and teacher of the 2nd year 
of "Bachillerato" (High School)in the Michoacan University 
of San Nicolas de Hidalgo he teaches the subjects of 
Political Economy to those whom he hones to indoctrinate 
to the metaphysical] pathos of spiritualism (pardon, of Communism) 
For that purpose he utilizes an ingenious system since he has 
discovered the secret which is jealously guarded by the 
Russians for mental communication in the great secret lodges 
(DESDEHONA FOLICULORUM) the CNOP which is nothing more than 
a den of these “prendo tonton “acutes" having the "visionuda" 
idea cf killina ir. Nennedy since taxzy terror is a favorite 
weapon they have attcrneys and assassins on salary they saw 
that the PRI is tco worn and the organized the CNOP at Berlin 
9, While Kennedy and Johnson remain in power they (the CNOP) 
would be a zero to the left., 3 

(3) fhe only manner in which the CNOP won't continue to be a 
zero for the left was killing Kennedy and waiting natiently, 
thowh gnasing their teeth, for Lyndon R. Johnson to be kiiled. 
who Will be the Brutus who kills the Ceaser of the modern 
world??.... 

Watbh ont for Guillermo Ponce, (Tepoztecos 36) 
natch out for the professor of Political iconomy of the 
}:.ichoacan University. 
watgh out for the Russian Mission that is visitinqg 4ichoacan 
ang Muintana koo, and look out for Panama where the communistic 
students arc. 
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